Matt_vTrek has joined the conversation.

vintow has joined the conversation.

Liz_vTrek has joined the conversation.

Host Matt_vTrek:
Hi Liz

Host Liz_vTrek:
Hi guys!  Hang on....

Dracos has been made a participant.

vintow has been made a participant.

vulture_ has been made a participant.

vulture_:
Hey liz

vintow:
hi

Host Liz_vTrek:
Hi!!

Dracos:
{{{{{{{LIZ}}}}}}}}}

Host Liz_vTrek:
Let me get the other window open.  :-)

vulture_:
Liz can u bring me up to speed on the Mission.. ?

Host Liz_vTrek:
Well, since I wasn't here last week, perhaps Matt or Rolf can do that.  :)

vintow:
has anyone got MS netmeet beta 3 yet

Cheryl_vTrek has joined the conversation.

Host Matt_vTrek:
Hi Cher!

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Hi Cheryl!

Host Matt_vTrek:
I managed to make it in the end :)

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
yay yay some semblence of order stil exists

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Matt, I love ya <mwhah>

Host Matt_vTrek:
::faints::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
just read your email, and cringed....

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::waves at Liz::

Host Matt_vTrek:
Guess I'll have to write an email like that every week, then.

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Joni, glad you could make it in.....

Host Liz_vTrek:
Hi Cher!

vintow:
was anyone not able to download my word7 logs in the week

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
on my way to OOC

vulture_:
Im glad to cheryl, I nearly didnt make it (@#^# power source broke down...)

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
vin, we can talk about that

vintow:
ok

Bachoa has joined the conversation.

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
hold on, on my way to OOC

vulture_:
plz some1 fill me in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1

Bachoa has been made a participant.

Host Matt_vTrek:
Vulture, I think Dracos told you just about everything that was important.

vulture_:
It cant be that all that happened in three meetings were blowing up one ship ...

vulture_:
btw: does any1 here know if they sell video cassetes of the 3rd season already of Babylon 5 ??

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
LOL, Joni

Host Matt_vTrek:
Vulture, when they do, I'll be at the head of the queue :)

vulture_:
matt, coz u see while i was away  a FRIEND>>> of mine forogt to recored me 2 eps.... and i want to buy them.. I mean are they selling the first 6 eps?

Host Matt_vTrek:
If I see them on sale, i'll let you know.

vulture_:
ohohohohohooh while I was in the U.S. I saw an ep of ds9 one with Kira and Gul dukat (well just dukat) and one with Worf's brother.

vulture_:
Matt... I missed the ep where lyta is coming back.... sniff sniff

LTCAndo has joined the conversation.

conrad_ii has joined the conversation.

conrad_ii has been made a participant.

LTCAndo has been made a participant.

vintow:
Hi Zee, Guglaron calling

LTCAndo:
:)

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Andrea, use goword Luzon, and tile windows

87ewas has joined the conversation.

87ewas has been made a participant.

conrad_ii:
Hi Guglaron, hows engineering

vintow:
busy

vulture_:
I just got 2 more logs.... which adds up today for the 62 letter i got today...

vintow:
did it all myself last week

conrad_ii:
Guglaron: Just the way I like it <g>

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
conrad, gw Luzon

ea_poe has joined the conversation.

Rich_Ayles has joined the conversation.

Kerick has joined the conversation.

IANPAWSON has joined the conversation.

IANPAWSON has been made a participant.

Rich_Ayles has been made a participant.

Deela has joined the conversation.

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
apologies for lack of unspeccing to the crew

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
one of you other gavels take care of speccing the non-crew

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
do it nicely

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
We are about to begin

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::grins:: this is a test of who is on the crew

IANPAWSON:
ok

Dracos:
I'm just a travelling sales Gorn

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
All observers, bear with us, and prepare for speccing

Host Liz_vTrek:
I think they ARE speced already.

Rich_Ayles has left the conversation.

Host Liz_vTrek:
::grin::

Host Liz_vTrek:
Oh, darn...

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::grin:: Liz, yep

Host Liz_vTrek:
Moofie's on the loose.

vulture_:
liz were will I be when we start.. ?

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>


Bachoa:
::On Bridge at science station::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::on the bridge, standing near Xia::

vulture_:
;;In bridge at OPS

87ewas:
::at the tactical station::

Rich_Ayles has joined the conversation.

IANPAWSON:
::on bridge

Bachoa:
::Analyzing debris from NoXar::

vintow:
:at Engineering::

Dracos:
::Gyrax feels funny, like a marrionette having his strings pulled::

conrad_ii:
::in engineering running level 5 diag. on transporter systems::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::lying on biobed in SB...vicious headache leaving her fuzzy-headed.::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::sits in Number 1 chair, wondering what happens next::

Bachoa:
Commander:  Confirmed destruxction of the NoXar commander...picking upo no survivors.

Rich_Ayles:
::looks at Xia on the biobed as she begins to wake up::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::directing withdrawl of remaining Zaran ship::

87ewas:
caeron:run a diag on the phasers

vintow:
::still thinking about how to fix the TL::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods at JT:: acknowledged

Host Matt_vTrek:
::on the bridge::

IANPAWSON:
:: running diag on phasers

Dracos:
::slowly the GOrn plods to sick bay with a metal pipe in hand::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::groans, holding head in hands::

warp33 has joined the conversation.

Dracos:
::Gorn opens door and puts pipe behind his back::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*all stations, report*

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::wonders why she thought she's on the bridge...istanding in SB near Xia's Biobed::

Dracos:
Dr Ramares, T'Sele: Hello

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia> ::looks up at Dr Ramares:: Dr: Ah doctor. What happened ?

Bachoa:
XO:  Commander, I am detecting psioic field fluctuations....Request permission to analyze with the counsellor .

Dracos:
::Gorn starts to shiver a bit::

vintow:
XO: Engineering staning by, CEO Gyrax has gone to SB

Dracos:
::Moves towards T'Sele::

Rich_Ayles:
::looks at the captain:: Captain: How are you feeling captain ?

vulture_:
xo: No immidate Dange sir

IANPAWSON:
Krag: diag finished all phasers at 100 %

Dracos:
T'Sele: Sorry to do this, but... ::hits the vulcan in the head::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Doc: Shall I raise the force field again?

87ewas:
cameron: aknowledge

Dracos:
::swings at Dr. Ramares as well::

vintow:
::running computer analysis on TL malfunctions::

Host Matt_vTrek:
::falls unconscious for approximiately 51.2 minutes::

Rich_Ayles:
Sevak: Yes thank you

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::paces the bridge, wondering at the silence from the Zaran ship::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::looks at Ramares with blank expression::  Owww, Doc.  What is going on?  Why won't this headache go away?  And how is my ship....I need to get on the bridge...::struggles to get up::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> Helm: bring us to a stop once we're out of their weapons range.

Dracos:
CO: Stay down Captain

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Tac: try to reestablish contact ASAP

87ewas:
rand: yes sir

Rich_Ayles:
Gyrax: What are you doing Gyrax ?

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::raises forec field::

Bachoa:
*Counsellor T'sele* Counsellor, I am detecting psionic field fluctuations from the Xerila...can you meet me in lab 14 to analyze?

87ewas:
::tires to hail the Xerila::

Host Matt_vTrek:
THE HOLXIR STOPS DEAD IN SPACE

Host Liz_vTrek:
::looks at the Gorn with surprise:: What are you doing here, Gyrax?  Why is everyone in SB?

Dracos:
::Hits Doctor again::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*All stations* still waiting for those reports.....

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia> ::looks intently at Ens Gyrax focusing on his every move::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Gyrax: Stay back, Ensign!

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::draws phaser::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::struggles to get up to stop the Gorn, but a blinding flash of pain hits her::

Rich_Ayles:
::Dr Ramares flies backwards ad hits console knocking him unconscious::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::slumps to floor::

vintow:
XO: Engineering reports no major damage, repairs to TL underway

87ewas:
rand: tac is normal

Dracos:
CO: I was just going to walk my pet iguana but needed to come here

Bachoa:
::Pulls up strange energy wave to science station on bridge::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Brightstar:  I need a power status report ASAP

Bachoa:
::analyzes wave::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::looks up from floor:: Gyrax......::weakly::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> Prepare the quad-magnon proton disruption device.

87ewas:
::tires again to hail zaran ship::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods to TAC

vintow:
Zee: how are the repairs to TL proceeding?

Dracos:
Looks at Rolf: Please do make me hurt you

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> Communications: Ignore their pathetic hails.

vulture_:
Captian: Power systems at 28 precent but holding

Host Liz_vTrek:
::attempts to hit comm badge on chest to hail XO, but misses::

Bachoa:
XO:  Commander...I am monitoring what seems to be mental energy fluctuations...they seem to change with Zaran proximity, numbers, and Xia's consciousness

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> Fire the device!

conrad_ii:
Guglaron: Still working on it

87ewas:
rand: the zaran do not seem to want to answer the hails

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
ACTION:  INEXPLICABLY THE LUZON SHIELDS ARE DOWN, AND ZARANS BOARD

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> Helm, bring us into transporter range

vulture_:
;;stands up and pulls out his phaser

Dracos:
*Engineering* THere is an ALpha level one security breech. The other Zarans have taken over the mind of Serak

87ewas:
*all decks*: inturder alert!!!

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::notices boarding operations::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::tries to crawl toward utility cabinet in wall to get a phaser::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> I cannot ask any of you to do something I would not do myself. I will beam aboard their ship myself. Helm, take the HolXir to a safe distance until I signal my return.

vintow:
*Gyrax* recieved, standby

87ewas:
*seval*:we have inturdes on board

vulture_:
captian: may I suggest to seal off the bridge from the rest of the ship 

87ewas:
cameron:get dose shiled back up!

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Security*: Intruders aboard. Fire at sight.

Dracos:
*Guglaron* I need a force field positioned on myself pronto. Security Clerance "Singing in the Rain"

IANPAWSON:
Krag:; working on it

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::stunned by the Xerila''s response.::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::runs down corridor to QuazarElevator tube, and to transporter room::

IANPAWSON:
com:: engineering we need shields

Dracos:
Xia: Things will be OK. I will protect you

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Security:  All alert

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::beams aboard Luzon::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Krag*: I'll stay here and guard Xia!

vintow:
*Gyraz* received

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::arrives in a storage closet::

87ewas:
*sevak*:acknowelsge fo you need help?

conrad_ii:
::working on the shields::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::cannot get up to reach the utility cabinet:: ::slaps comm badge finally::

Dracos:
*Peters*: I need you in SB ASAP!!

vintow:
::goes to Eng. main panel and engages internal force field on Gyrax

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Krag*: The force field is still up. Disptach Security teams to all vital sectors.

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> We'll have to get that directional indicator fixed.

vintow:
*Gyrax* force field operative now

Dracos:
*Peters*: I need help to get Xia to safety

Rich_Ayles has left the conversation.

87ewas:
*sec*; to all decks

IANPAWSON:
Krag:: shields up

Dracos:
*Guglaron* Affirmative. Thank you

vintow:
*Conrad* check the energy status to shields

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Peters*: Negative on that.

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::opens door, to reveal an empty cabin::

conrad_ii:
*Dracos* What do you need?

Bachoa:
::monitors energy readings proceeding towards deck 5::

Host Liz_vTrek:
*Rand*.......::voice is weak, halting::  Aisling........Gyrax....some..thing.....wron....::fades out as she loses consciousness::

Rich_Ayles has joined the conversation.

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<my standard line>  all stations report

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Peters*: Ensign Gyrax seems to be controlled by some kind of alien force.

conrad_ii:
::checks energy status::

Bachoa:
::XO:  I am picking up Zaran mind probes on Deck 5...Sick Bay and crews quarters

Dracos:
*Computer*: Security lockout GYrax omega one

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::searches room, breaks some vulcan ornaments, finds computer console::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Science:  acknowledged

Dracos:
*Peters*: I told you I needed help here mister!

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Krag*: Beam Gyrax to te brig! Fast!

vintow:
::hails co on comm badge::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Security:  despatch control teams asap

Bachoa:
XO:  Initiating computer protection protocol Alpha omega 3

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>Gyrax: Where are we going? I must not be caught!

87ewas:
::beams gyrax to the bridge::

vintow:
*XO* do you have shield faults?

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::cannot get past security protocol on computer::

87ewas:
*sevak*:aknowledge

Dracos:
Xia: Not to worry, we have aforcefield around us

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::Activates personal anti-transporter device, just in case::

conrad_ii:
*Gyrax* On my way

Dracos:
Xia: They cannot transport us away

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>::looks around nervously::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Security*: I need reinforcements down here!

Dracos:
Xia: As soon as our pawn Peters arrives, our plan will be put into action

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::exits cabin to corridor , notices "5" on the wall::

warp33 has left the conversation.

conrad_ii:
::Enters TL on way to SB::

Rich_Ayles:
<Ens DeSchizelle> ::tends to unconscious doctor in SB::

vintow:
::resumes working on own in Eng.::

87ewas:
*sec*:deck 5

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>

vintow:
Im OK and in Eng.

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
tbear with us..

Dracos:
we are experiencing technical difficulties...do not adjust your set

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::trying to override Gyrax security override::

Dracos:
::Gyrax turns to see the knocked out people::

conrad_ii:
::Enters SB (at last)::

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia> Gyrax: Which way can we go to get away from here ?....NOW !!!

Dracos:
::Gyrax laughs at the puny Vulcan::

conrad_ii:
Gyrax:  What's going on?

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::aims at Peters...fires::

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia> ::senses the Zarans on the ship and shudders with fear::

conrad_ii:
::tries to dodge phaser::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
(high stun setting)

Dracos:
Xia: Yes Xia. ::Leads Xia to TL with a cascading FF::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::Concentrates for a couple of seconds, then starts off down the corridor::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Peters: stand back!

vulture_:
;;full of tension, screams in the com-ling "whats going on there, reporet!!"

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*krag*: ceactivate TL!

Dracos:
Peters: Watch out for Serak! He is under the control of the Zarans

Dracos:
Peters: Come with us

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::Rand does her old rhetoric:: All staqtions report

Bachoa:
XO:  The Zarans are m9oving toewards SB

87ewas:
::alows sed acces tro tl::

conrad_ii:
::who do I believe?::

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia> ::runs with Gyrax through the ship::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Peters: Draco is trying to help Xia escape!

IANPAWSON:
:: looks at krag  

Bachoa:
::continues external scans::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila>::approaches TL::

87ewas:
*seveK:* you need to use you sec codes to use tl

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Peters: I am Vulcan. I can't lie

Bachoa:
::monitures posture of Zaran ship::

Dracos:
Peters: If you don't follow me, Xia will die!

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila>::enters TL::

Dracos:
Peters: He is under the control of another

Host Liz_vTrek:
Assistant Security Imadume> ::shadows the Zarans as they make their way to SB::

Dracos:
Peters: Logically, he can lie

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> Down..... 8 decks

vintow:
::conducts sensor sweep of ship in Eng::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Peters: Stop Gyrax. That's an order!

87ewas:
rand:permison to send cameron to deck five with a sec team?

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila>:: TL fails to operate::

vulture_:
Engeeniring: Do we have enough power to warp out of here ??

conrad_ii:
::really confused now::

Dracos:
Peters: I am your superior officer

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::prises panel off TL floor::

ea_poe has left the conversation.

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila>> ::climbs down TL shaft::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::hears a faint wheezing in the distance::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Peters: He knocked out the Doctor.

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia> ::concentrates hard on controlling Gyrax's reactions::

Dracos:
Xia: We must go now

conrad_ii:
Gyrax: Aye, sir.

vintow:
*Operations* yes, 90% power

Bachoa:
*Security*  They are accessing TL shaft 3::

Host Liz_vTrek:
Imadume> ::sets phaser to stun::

Dracos:
::Starts to move towards the Jeffries Tubes

conrad_ii:
::draws phaser on Serak::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Peters: Stand back!

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::fires again::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::climbs past deck 6... 7... 8...::

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia> Gyrax: Lead the way, QUICKLY !

conrad_ii:
Serak: Please, put the phaser down.

Bachoa:
Security:  They are passing decks 8 and 9 presently

Dracos:
Peters: WE have to go NOW!!

vulture_:
Captian: I really think we should Warp away from the enemy vessel at our present conditon we do not stand a chance 

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::climbs past deck 9... 10...::

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>::winces as she crouches and jumps into the crawlspace::

Dracos:
::lifts Xia into the Jeffries Tubes::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Krag: do it

IANPAWSON:
:: on my way to deck five

conrad_ii:
Gyrax: Where are we going to sir?

87ewas:
cameron:take a sec team and help sevak!

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>Gyrax: They're getting closer....Hurry !

Bachoa:
*Security*  The Zaran thought patterns are increasing and are moving towards SB on deck 13

IANPAWSON:
:: now on my to deck 13

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::jumps onto TL heading down::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::aiims at Xia::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::adrenalin flows::

87ewas:
*sevak*: cameron is on his way wtih more back 

Dracos:
Peters: We have to get to Shuttlebay 2...its the only area not under Zaran controll

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Krag*: Acknowledged!

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia> ::grazes her knee but rushes on breathless and exhausted::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::takes aim at Xerila::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::fires at Xia::

vintow:
*Captain* a sensor sweep has located Zarans closing to Deck 9, I can enclose them in a force field at your command

IANPAWSON:
:: arrives on deck 13 looking for rolf

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila>::Jumps off on level 13::

Bachoa:
XO:  We have pahser fire Commander

Dracos:
::Starts to climb down the Jeffries Tube::

conrad_ii:
Gyrax: Go sir.  I'll hold Serak here.

Dracos:
Peters: Thank you for trusting me

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>::hears shots ring out but they miss her::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::prises TL doors open::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::follows Gyrax and Xia::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*Security* status report on the boarding reports..please tell me they are under control

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::concentrates for a few more seconds, and opens access panel::

IANPAWSON:
cam:: rolf: where are you can we trap them on deck 13

conrad_ii:
::hope I don't live to regret that::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Peters: Ensign, szand back!

Host Liz_vTrek:
::crawls through Jeffrie Tube and jumps down behind Xerila's team, undetected::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::climbs down jefferies tube::

Dracos:
::Gyrax quickly climbs down to deck 11::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*Doctor, Counselor* come in

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::takes lighter out of pocket and makes crack about heading down to the coast and having a few laughs::

Dracos:
::motions to Xia to get out of the tube::

conrad_ii:
Serak: Please don't force me to shoot sir

Host Liz_vTrek:
Imadume>::takes aim and fires a shot at Xerila::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::walks towards Peters::

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>::rushes along behind Gyrax::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<computer>: where the heck are medics....

IANPAWSON:
:: arrives at rolf position 

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Peters: I can't lie. I am Vulcan.

conrad_ii:
::Shoots at Serak::

Dracos:
::THe GOrn quickly skips down to Shuttlebay Two::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::hears shot from behind, ducks, but is hit in shoulder::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::is hit. drops unconscious::

Bachoa:
<Computer>  Medical peroonnel is presntly unconscious in SickBay...Deck 13

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>::breathlessly arrives at Shuttlebay::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::rolls down jefferies tube with numb shoulder::

Host Liz_vTrek:
XERILA's ARM GOES NUMB, BUT STILL STANDS

Dracos:
Xia: Without Peters the reconfigurment may take a bit

vintow:
::records phaser fire in ship, scratches forehead and gets impatient, why is he missing the action::

Dracos:
::Starts to override the main shuttlebay controls::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::kicks out access panel into corridor::

Dracos:
::Finished the rewiring::

conrad_ii:
Gyrax: I had to fire on Serak

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia> Gyrax: Stay here and keep them away while I make my escape. I can take the shuttebay from here.

Host Liz_vTrek:
Imadume>::ducks from possible return fire::  Aw, shucks!  I missed!

Dracos:
Xia: They cannot stop you now

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::draws dismogrifier::

vintow:
::records shuttle bay override in progress, blocks power to shuttle bay:

vulture_:
Captian: some1 is tamparing with the shuttle-bays controls.

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::runs down corridor::

Dracos:
Xia: I will set the controls for you ::Enters the Shuttle PHOENIX::

IANPAWSON:
rolf:: permission to go to the Shuttlebay

Dracos:
::Controls were set::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::ducks into a deserted lounge::

Dracos:
Xia: You may leave now

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>::touches console in shuttlecraft to initiate sequence:: Gyrax: Thank you. You have done well.

Dracos:
Xia: Take care

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> FEDERATIONS! Do you hear me!

Dracos:
::THe GOrn goes to the control room::

vulture_:
Captian: should I close the shuttle bay doors ?

Bachoa:
XO:  We are being hailed Commander

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
On Screen

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> Xia is a danger to the continued existance of my race. I cannot allow her to remain free.

Dracos:
::Gyrax opens the shuttlebay doors::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::concentrates for a few seconds more::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::Ensign Johnson, in the shuttlebay. Wonders why everyone is running::

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>::watches the shuttlecraft doors close and it whirs into life and lifts off the ground slowly::

Host Liz_vTrek:
Imadume> ::to Xerila::  Yeah, Zoran...Zorax...Zo...whatever, I hear ya!

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::feeling very challenged, but waiting to feel what haqppens::

Bachoa:
XO:  Shuttle bay doors are being opened Commander

Dracos:
::Notes to himself that at least the shuttle given has a warp capacity of 3::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> FEDERATIONS! Let me complete my mission.

Dracos:
::accesses the core memory area::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> And it's XERILA. X .. E.. R.. I.. L.. A

conrad_ii:
::Enters shuttle bay control room::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Xerila:  Your misson is?

Dracos:
::Starts to purge the Astro-cartography data banks

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>::looks behind at the gathering of crew trying to stop her as the shuttlecraft flies out of the doors::

Bachoa:
::monitors transmissions::

conrad_ii:
Gyrax: Sir, what are you doing?

Host Liz_vTrek:
Imadume> Xerila: I don't care how you spell it!  Your butt is mine!  You don't mess with our guests.  She's our responsibility!  Stand down!

Bachoa:
::isolates Zaran frequency being used::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> I am here to take Xia into ... protective custody. She is our responsibility, not yours.

Dracos:
*Peters*: Keeps Sevak off of me for a little longer

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::Sevak waking up::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::takes up firing position behind the bar::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<Xerila>  We wish to find a peaceful encounter her

Rich_Ayles:
<Xia>::breathes a sigh if relief as the USS Luzon begins to fade slowly into the distance::

87ewas:
*sevak* report!

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::everything is turning round and round and round::

vintow:
::enters shuttle bay and strides towards Gyrax::

Dracos:
ACTION: SHUTTLEBAY DOORS OPEN

Bachoa:
::Activates isolater on Zaran tranmission frequencies::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*krag*: I have been shot down by Ensign Peters.

Dracos:
::Gyrax disables the tractor beam::

vintow:
*Gyrax* Sir, what are you doing???

Host Liz_vTrek:
Imadum> Yeah?  You call boarding us and trying to take her as "friendly?"

Ian_Q_Robinson has joined the conversation.

87ewas:
rand:permsion to tac the shullter

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*krag*: Where are they now?

Kerick has left the conversation.

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<Xerila> We have spoken with Xia, and she chooses not to go with you

Dracos:
::Gyrax waves good-bye ot Xia::

87ewas:
*sevak* shutlbay

conrad_ii:
Gyrax: Sir I don't think you should be doing what your doing

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Krag*: On my way!

vulture_:
Captian: xia is preparing to go to warp.

Host Liz_vTrek:
Imadume> ::peeks around corner and fires another shot at Xerila, which ricochet's off corridor wall::

vintow:
::grabs Gyraxs arm::

Bachoa:
::Isolates Zaran comm frequencies and determines precise location of all Zarans on ship::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<Xerilla> we don't wish antagonism; it is not our goal

Dracos:
::Looks at Peters in a daze::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::limps towards shuttlebay::

Dracos:
Peters: What are you doing here?

Bachoa:
*Security*  Seark...come in.

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods to Ops...:: wait for my mark

vintow:
::looks at Peters::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Marconi*: Speak.

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::wishes the captain were here::

vintow:
*Zee* I think he was in a daze

conrad_ii:
::Oh no. What have I done?::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::reaches Shuttlebay::

Bachoa:
*Security*  I have isolated the precise location of all Zarans on baord...see the computer trminal nearest your location.

Dracos:
Peters: What am I doing in Shuttlebay Two?

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::notices labels on bottles in bar::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::groans as returns to consciousness, sees Doc Ramares on floor::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Gyrax, Peters: Don't move!

conrad_ii:
Gyrax: You just help Xia of the Luzon?

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::notices transmogrifier has run out of juice::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::realizes Gyrax is 'normal' again::

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::starts mixing molotov cocktail::

Rich_Ayles:
::Dr Ramares stirs and groans in pain::

Host Liz_vTrek:
::slowly reaches up and touches comm badge::  

IANPAWSON:
:; on deck 13 going back to bridge::

Dracos:
Peters: What? Sevak: Why are you pointing that Phaser at me?

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::limps towrads console::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
Gyrax: I'll explain that later.

Host Liz_vTrek:
*Rand* Number One....where is Xia?  She was here with Gyrax a second ago.  ::tries to struggle to feet::

Dracos:
Sevak: This is most disquieting

Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> ::firebombs the lounge, and escapes in the smoke when the automatic sprinklers activate::

vintow:
::Stands between Gyrax and Sevak::

conrad_ii:
Gyrax: Do you feel OK sir.

Host Liz_vTrek:
::crawls over to Dr. Ramares:: Doctor....can you get up?

Bachoa:
*Security*  I suggest activating containment fileds.

vintow:
*Sevak* I think the Chief Eng. was under a mind control

Dracos:
Peters: I never felt better. WHy do you ask

Host Liz_vTrek:
Imadume> ::runs into the lounge and waves smoke::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

Dracos:
Peters: Why is the Phoenix missing?

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>


Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>


Bachoa has left the conversation.

Ian_Q_Robinson has left the conversation.

Dracos:
Our stations are momentarily down....please excse the inconvience ::elevator music in the background::

Deela has left the conversation.

JLOQuinn has joined the conversation.

Dracos:
::static in the background::

Bachoa has joined the conversation.

Host Matt_vTrek:
::wheezing turbolift in the background::

Host Rolf_vTrek:
::clonk, clonk::

JLOQuinn has been made a participant.

Host Liz_vTrek:
:::::::::::::::::::EPILOGUE::::::::::::::::::::::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Jim, apologies

conrad_ii:
Gyrax: You helped Xia escape on the Phoenix.  Don't you remember?

Host Liz_vTrek:
XERILA MANAGES TO ESCAPE THE INEPT IMADUME........HE EVENTUALLY MAKES IT BACK TO HIS SHIP, WHERE THEY WARP OUT OF THE AREA IN HOT PURSUIT OF XIA, THEIR PREY.  

Host Liz_vTrek:
XIA MANAGES TO ESCAPE UNHARMED, BUT HER WHEREABOUTS ARE UNKNOWN AT THIS JUNCTURE.  

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
TUNE IN SOMETIME IN THE FUTURE FOR THE NEXT EPISODE

LTCAndo has left the conversation.

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>


Host Matt_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<< END MISSION? >>>>>>>>

Bachoa has left the conversation.



